CAIT BOURGAULT

Peak
Performance
Scrambling is more thrilling than hiking and less complicated than climbing.
You’ll get bigger views and dicier experiences and sidestep the mountain
crowds. You can do this. Here are eight adventures to give yourself a hand.
Words HEATHER BALOGH ROCHFORT

FA L L A DV E N T U R E :
SCRAMBLING

hen people hear the word “scrambling,”
they might think of breakfast eggs. But
when it comes to mountain adventure,
scrambling is practically a sport of its
own. Widely deployed when rocky
terrain grows too vertical for hiking,
scrambling is a hybrid of trekking and rock climbing
that calls for hikers to use both hands and feet to
maneuver up steep terrain. Bonus: No technical gear
like harness or ropes is typically needed.
In essence, scrambling is easy rock climbing and
even uses a similar rating system to define difficulty.
Most scrambles are rated a Class 3—which means
hands are necessary and exposure is plentiful. A
Class 2 scramble is less difficult and requires only an
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infrequent use of your hands. On a Class 4 route,
exposure is increased and the use of technical gear
may be helpful.
The appeal of the sport is twofold. It is thrilling
to flirt with exposure, and for many hikers, the
challenge of pushing their limits is beyond anything
found on two feet. The adrenaline is addictive. Plus,
on many high peaks, scrambling takes hikers away
from the crowds via less-traveled routes. Finding
solitude in popular parks is a rarity in the 21st
century, but many of these tracks showcase the best
of the path less trammeled.
What are you waiting for? Grab your backpack
and some snacks and hit the trail with one of the
following eight scrambling routes.

THE RED BULLETIN

KELSO RIDGE

The scramble up Kelso
Ridge is a hands-on
experience that
dishes out huge views
of the Colorado
Rockies.

TORRE YS PE AK , COLOR ADO
MILE AGE 3. 2 MILES O NE WAY
DIFFI CU LT Y CL AS S 3
ELE VATIO N G AIN 3,10 0 FEE T

Situated in Colorado, the land of 14,000-foot peaks,
Kelso Ridge is a classic scramble up Torreys Peak
(14,267 feet) that affords hikers the chance to enjoy
the company of mountain goats (seriously, they can
occasionally be found on the ridge) while tackling
a peak that sits directly on the Continental Divide.
The route begins at the always crowded Stevens
Gulch Trailhead by taking the Grays Peak Trail across
a metal bridge and gradually ascending through a
basin carpeted with sunflower-like balsamroot.
This section isn’t difficult, but it does provide a good
warm-up. Then, after roughly 1.8 miles, ditch the
conga line of trekkers heading to Grays and catch the
small hiker’s path that sharply curves to the right and
heads up to an abandoned mining cabin just below
the saddle between Torreys and Kelso Mountain.
Pro tip: Grab a snack and put your helmet on (see
“Do You Need Gear for Scrambling” on page 41 for
a suggestion), because it is about to get wild.
From the cabin, turn west and hike up to the ridge
before scrambling over a series of choose-your-ownadventure rock outcroppings of varying difficulty.
The route temporarily flattens at the halfway point
before ascending to the crux of the scramble: the
Knife Edge. Just before 13,900 feet, hikers will
navigate a handful of heady hands-and-feet
maneuvers with the intimidating Dead Dog Couloir
directly beneath their feet. The Knife Edge itself
appears ferocious, but the 15-foot section is more bark
than bite. The rock is solid, leading to one heck of an
exposure high. The last half of the Knife Edge is a
true fin, where some hikers have opted to straddle
the rock and scoot across as if on a horse. From
here, it is one last questionable downclimb before
an easy stroll up to the summit of Torreys Peak.

HUNTINGTON RAVINE ROUTE

MOUNT WASHINGTON,
NE W HAMPSHIRE

VALERIE HAWKS

MILE AGE 2.4 MILES O NE WAY
DIFFI CU LT Y CL AS S 3- 4
ELE VATIO N G AIN 2,70 0 FEE T

THE RED BULLETIN

Dubbed “the Most Dangerous Trail in the White
Mountains,” the Huntington Ravine scramble is not
for the faint of heart, as it winds up to the summit of
New England’s tallest peak. Most experienced hikers
would never consider tackling this route solo thanks
to the butt-puckering exposure and nearly sheer
vertical cliff faces. But for those who can counter
vertigo with a level head, this scrambling route is just
a fraction away from actual rock climbing, a rarity on
a peak that is brimming with people thanks to the
Mount Washington Auto Road, which takes tourists
directly to the summit.
Hikers begin this route at the Pinkham Notch
Visitor Center and follow the Tuckerman Ravine Trail
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The climb up
Huntington Ravine
takes adventurers
through boulder fields
and steep terrain.

for the first 1.3 miles to the base of the Fan, a giant
slope covered in rock debris (more commonly called
talus or scree) that challenges even the most steady
of mountain goats. Consider that the warm-up. The
Headwall comes next and the trail gets really steep,
really fast. Follow the yellow blazes painted on the
rocks as the route ascends increasingly vertical slabs
that seemingly surround hikers in all directions.
Voices eerily bounce from rock to rock, reverberating
in an echo chamber that confuses even the most
savvy of hikers as they go anaerobic. The scrambling
in this section is prime thanks to the jitter-inducing
exposure and exhilarating movements. Hikers need
to jam their hands and feet into cracks while hugging
boulders, traversing thin ledges and even scooting
around a narrow chimney of stone. Don’t be fooled:
Only attempt the Headwall if the rock is dry and the
mountain’s notoriously dicey weather is expected
to hold for at least two hours. From here, the route
mellows in the upper alpine section as hikers are
funneled onto the Alpine Garden Trail. Rock steps and
scree fields lead to the summit of Mount Washington
(6,288 feet). Note: Descending the Huntington Ravine
route is not recommended for safety reasons, but the
hiking options are plentiful and scenic.

KNIFE EDGE TRAIL

MOUNT K ATAHDIN, BA X TER
STATE PARK , MAINE
MILE AG E 3. 2 MILES O NE WAY
DIFFI CU LT Y CL AS S 3
ELE VATIO N G AIN 3,41 3 FEE T

Peak baggers who love the glory of standing atop
a summit will appreciate the street cred that comes
from nabbing four peaks in one hike with this iconic
Maine adventure. Mount Katahdin, or “greatest
peak” to the indigenous Penobscot, is the highest
mountain in the state, rising 5,267 feet above sea
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The memorable
journey on the Knife
Edge Trail involves
some very decent
exposure.

level. Hikers from around the country venture to
Katahdin to experience its unique horseshoe-shaped
summit that boasts four separate peaks: South Peak,
Pamola Peak, Hamlin Peak and Baxter Peak—the
tallest of the group and the official northern
terminus of the famed Appalachian Trail. Firsttimers are typically prepared for the spectacular
360-degree views at the summit, but plenty aren’t
ready for the Knife Edge, the semitechnical
scrambling route that involves an aptly named ridge
of rock so thin that the path better resembles the
sharp end of a blade.
THE RED BULLETIN
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The intimidation factor increases
as the width decreases, with some
sections as narrow as 4 feet.

The journey begins in the quiet Roaring Brook
Campground. Locate the Helon Taylor Trail and follow
the blue blazes as the moderate route ascends through
the trees. Once you crest the tree line it gets more
difficult, with hands-and-feet scrambling over various
rock outcroppings. The steepness continues with loose
boulders all the way to the summit of Pamola Peak
(4,919 feet). Catch your breath and soak in the views,
because the next mile is where things get sassy.
On paper, the Knife Edge Trail is unassuming: 1.1
miles with 365 feet of elevation gain. After leaving
the summit of Pamola, immediately descend an
THE RED BULLETIN

abrupt 30 feet into a crevice known as the Chimney,
where hands are required (and a few hikers have
wished for an elevator). From there, the rolling,
rocky ridge tapers as it undulates up and over
Chimney Peak and South Peak. The intimidation
factor increases as the width decreases, with some
sections of trail as narrow as 4 feet with thousands
of feet of exposure on both sides. After South Peak,
it infinitesimally widens, allowing hikers more
comfortable passage to Baxter Peak, the tallest point
on Mount Katahdin. Note: Passage is only permitted
in one direction on the Knife Edge.
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SOUTH RIDGE

MOUNT SUPERIOR, UTAH

MILE AG E 1 .75 MILES O NE WAY
DIFFI CU LT Y CL AS S 3- 4
ELE VATIO N G AIN 2,670 FEE T
It doesn’t get more classic Wasatch than the South
Ridge of Utah’s Mount Superior. Colloquially known
as Utah’s Switzerland, with snowcapped peaks and
cascading waterfalls, the Wasatch Range is favored
by locals thanks to its rough-and-tumble terrain and
proximity to Salt Lake City. Mount Superior itself is
one of the most recognizable summits in the Central
Wasatch thanks to its closeness to Snowbird Ski
Resort, and the South Ridge claims the prize for the
burliest scramble around. It is short but sweet (and
a serious workout). Pro tip: If time and endurance
allows, tack on the brief 30-minute side trip to the
neighboring summit of Monte Cristo for epic views.
Fitting for a climb that is tough in many ways, the
South Ridge route is not easy to find. Walk up the old
dirt road for roughly a minute before catching the
small spur trail that juts to the right. Follow the talus
trail that ascends up to a white rock band that marks
the start of the route. Using hands and feet, scramble
upward past the small pipe until on the ridge proper.
From here, highly technical scrambles fill the
ridgeline all the way up to the summit, including a
gnarly-yet-fun knife edge that amplifies the pucker
factor. Many moves feel questionable but various
social trails offer easier alternatives for those wanting
to circumnavigate the toughest sections. If in doubt,
look around; there is likely an easier route. Bonus:
The rock transitions from quartzite to basalt as the
trail climbs higher, so hikers can watch the scenery
change from white and gray to brown and red along
the way.

The tough climb up
Mount Ritter crosses
a permanent
snowfield called the
Southeast Glacier.

The views from atop
South Ridge help
explain why climbers
call the Wasatch Range
Utah’s Switzerland.
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This route is a timeless
favorite thanks to a blend of
light mountaineering and
moderate scrambling.
From Ediza, climb west to the saddle between
Mount Ritter and Banner Peak. From here, hikers
will encounter some cliffs below the southwest
glacier. These moderate Class 2 to 3 cliffs are not
difficult thanks to scattered grassy ledges and
waterfalls that cascade down the surrounding
hillsides. The route found to hikers’ left is easier
(Class 2) since it bypasses the cliffs, but most
climbers enjoy the thrill of the quintessential Class 3
scramble found up the middle. After that, the route
flattens out as it approaches the permanent
snowfield known as the Southeast Glacier. Follow
the snow route as it curves right, bypassing various
chutes until you spot the obvious, wider route
dubbed “Secor’s chute.” In late summer, it will be
filled with loose sand and grit that leads up to a
boulder field before the final summit push. Don’t
forget your crampons (see our gear sidebar on page
41 for a recommendation).

MOUNT WASHINGTON

OLYMPIC MOUNTAIN R ANGE,
WASHINGTON
MILE AGE 2 MILES O NE WAY
DIFFI CU LT Y CL AS S 3
ELE VATIO N G AIN 3, 20 0 FEE T

SOUTHE AST GL ACIER

MOUNT RIT TER, ANSEL ADAMS
WILDERNES S, CALIFORNIA

DAKOTA SNIDER, JAMES ROH

MILE AG E VARIES (4- 6 H O U RS O NE WAY )
DIFFI CU LT Y CL AS S 3
ELE VATIO N G AIN 2, 8 5 0 FEE T (FRO M
L AK E EDIZ A)
To many, California’s Eastern Sierra is the nonpareil
of high alpine mountains in the U.S., and this
particular route is a timeless favorite thanks to
a seamless blend of light mountaineering and
moderate scrambling. Thanks to a noticeably darker
rock color, Mount Ritter (13,143 feet) boasts a
striking silhouette, proudly perched between the
Minarets and Banner Peak as it beckons hikers to
tackle one of the most recognizable mountains in the
skyline. This isn’t a one-day journey, so endurance
is required. Most tackle this route as a two- or even
three-day adventure with overnights at Lake Ediza
(9,300 feet), an alpine lake situated at the base of
Ritter. It is easily a three-hour hike to Ediza, so it’s a
smart idea to rest up for an evening before tackling
Ritter’s arduous slopes.
THE RED BULLETIN

Climbing more than 3,000 feet in 2 miles is the
metaphysical equivalent of a sucker punch, which
may be why more hikers venture to neighboring peak
Mount Elinor (5,944 feet) rather than Mount
Washington (6,260 feet). But, for those willing to
earn their views with some solid scrambling and oldfashioned sweat equity, Mount Washington’s bangfor-your-buck can’t be beat.
This climb is all about vertical headwalls, and
hikers encounter the first within a few minutes of
stepping foot on the trail. Fortuitously, the
headwalls on the lower trail are wrought with thick
roots and burly rocks, making it easy to locate hand
and foot placements. (Note: The trail gets slick in
the Pacific Northwest’s notoriously wet weather.)
A lush meadow offers a brief but welcome respite
halfway through the quad-busting climb. A nasty
scree field and a few smaller headwall scrambles set
the stage for the crux of the route: a fun Class 2-3
set of cliff bands that demand route finding and
have minimal exposure. Stay to the right (or risk
tackling a loose Class 4 route with more risk than
reward), where you’ll be treated to a joyous stretch
of hands-and-feet scrambling up to the saddle. From
there, it is a straightforward route to the summit of
Mount Washington.
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The real scrambling
on the Siphon Draw
Trail starts above a
stone drainage called
the Basin.

SIPHON DRAW TRAIL

FL ATIRON SUMMIT, SUPERSTITION
WILDERNES S, ARIZONA

MILE AG E 3. 1 MILES O NE WAY
DIFFI CU LT Y CL AS S 3
ELE VATIO N G AIN 2, 8 0 0 FEE T

Arguably the most popular hike in Arizona’s
Superstition Wilderness, the Siphon Draw Trail is
unexpected since most don’t consider Arizona’s
sandstone when pondering classic scrambling routes.
But for those willing to peel back the layers and look
beyond the obvious, this trail is a gem. The first mile
is barely more than an amble as the well-maintained
route meanders from wash to wash, dodging cacti and
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desert sand. At 1.5 miles, the incline increases as
the trail enters the canyon, but it doesn’t get really
interesting until mile two. This is when hikers
encounter the Basin, a massive stone bowl that grows
dangerously slick when wet. For most visitors, the
top of the Basin is the turnaround point. For
adventurous scramblers, it is merely the beginning.
With just over 1 mile and nearly 1,800 feet of
gain to the Flatiron Summit, the last third of the
journey isn’t easy but it’s worth it. The scrambling
route is loosely marked but difficult to find, as the
mountain seemingly leans to the right, funneling
hikers in that direction; stay to the left as much as
possible. Most of the scrambling is clear and easy to
locate, but the final push involves a nearly vertical
THE RED BULLETIN

The scramble up Old
Rag is popular for
good reason: It’s
moderately technical
and maximally scenic.

10-foot wall that calls for a little muscle and a lot
of route finding. There are solid handholds and
footholds, so keep your eyes peeled and stick to the
right side of the wall for the clearest way up and
over. From there, it is a breezy quarter-mile jaunt
to Flatiron Summit and its panoramic views of the
bustling Apache Junction Valley.

OLD RAG MOUNTAIN

SHENANDOAH NATIONAL
PARK , VIRGINIA

SARAH MCGRAW, MON ZAMORA

MILE AG E 4 MILES O NE WAY
DIFFI CU LT Y CL AS S 2
ELE VATIO N G AIN 2,41 5 FEE T

According to the National Park Service, Old Rag
is the most dangerous hike in Shenandoah National
Park—and one of the most popular in the midAtlantic region. The scrambling is great fun and the
sweeping summit views will light up your IG, but
remember that solitude may be out of reach. But
for visitors from far away, Old Rag is a must-do
thanks to its vast reputation and rolling ridgeline
that elicits more squeals of joy than a roller coaster
at Disneyland.
The first few miles act as a warm-up as the hiking
route climbs uphill on a well-established path
through a dense canopy of leafy trees. Just before
mile three, the trail breaks through tree line and
hikers catch a glimpse of the rocky ridgeline ahead
of them. Climb through the narrow stone tunnels
and scramble over multiple spots, including one
section that boasts a 12-foot-deep crack in the rock.
The trail continues through smaller cracks, up and
over boulders and into caves while traversing the
ridgeline toward the summit. The route significantly
steepens as it arrives at the false summit. Rock hop
for the remaining third of a mile before arriving at
the real deal, with 360-degree views of all of
Shenandoah National Park.
THE RED BULLETIN

DO YOU NEED GEAR
FOR SCRAMBLING?
For most hikers in North America, scrambling
doesn’t require any additional gear beyond
what you would pack for a standard adventure
in the mountains. But there are a few items to
consider (and reconsider) if you know
scrambling is on deck for the day.
DAYPACK

Ensure your chosen pack doesn’t have many loose toggles or
bungees hanging off the side that can snag or catch on sharp
rock. Also, it is important to minimize the junk show hanging
from the outside of your pack. Secure all water bottles and loose
jackets inside so that nothing swings around or throws off your
center of gravity. We like the Osprey Talon 22 ($110; osprey.com)
because of its generous size and comfortable fit. It is fully
adjustable and well ventilated, so your back won’t turn into
a sweaty mess when things get tough.

FOOTWEAR

Scrambling is not the place for trail-running shoes, even though
many hikers prefer them these days, but you also don’t want
a bulky backpacking boot that minimizes agility. Look for a pair
of lightweight hikers that can handle abrasion and have grippy
rubber on slick rock. Some of our favorites include the Salomon
OUTline GTX ($130; saloman.com), which has a nice blend of
flexibility and protection, and the Five Ten Guide Tennie approach
shoes ($120; adidasoutdoor.com). Five Ten’s Stealth C4 rubber is
some of the stickiest out there, making it a favorite with guides
and hikers alike.

HELMET

On tougher scrambles, a helmet is often a good idea. When not
in use, stash it inside your backpack (some packs have specific
pockets for helmets), but keep it accessible for when the
terrain grows steep. Thanks to gravity, vertical terrain typically
brings falling rocks, and it’s prudent to protect your dome.
Our recommendation: the Black Diamond Vector ($100;
blackdiamond.com). Multiple ventilation holes keep air flowing
but you’ll never even notice it on your head since it weighs less
than that tube of sunscreen.
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